Threats Relating to Transport Layer Protocols Handling Multiple Addresses

1. Security Considerations

With the current Internet, most transport layer protocols identify a host with a single address.

However, for scalable multihoming, transport layer protocols are expected to handle multiple addresses of a host and an identity of the host is recognized not necessarily by a single address.

Then, there are four new possibilities of security threats.

   Connection Hijacking with False Peer Address
   hosts in multihomed sites may be supplied a false peer address from an attacker, which redirect existing connection to a wrong location.
New DDoS Opportunity with False Source Information
hosts may be used for distributed DoS to damage the rest of the Internet

New DoS Opportunity on Identification
depending on a way to identify a host, the host may be subject to DoS

Privacy on Identification
depending on a way to identify a host, hosts may not be able to hide its privacy

The following subsections analyze the threats with or without MITM (Man in the Middle).

1.1. Connection Hijacking with False Peer Address

If a host has connected communicating with a peer, and if a transport layer protocol allows dynamic address set change during a connection, an attacker may be able to supply false information on source address of the peer to the host to hijack the connection.

On the current Internet, where connections are identified by a pair of addresses, which is fixed during connection, this kind of attack is not possible at the transport layer. However, similar attack is possible at upper layers. For example, an attacker may rewrite URLs in HTML text over HTTP over TCP to hijack a web browsing session. Or, an attacker may rewrite DNS reply of IP addresses during URL resolution or at the initiating phase of an application layer connection. As a protection against such attacks, transport and/or upper layer protocols use cookie or cookie like information, such as randomized port number, TCP sequence number, DNS message id and so on.

Without assuming MITM, existing transport and/or upper layer protocols using cookie or cookie like information can be naturally extended as a reasonable protection against connection hijacking by false source information.

Of course, cookie is powerless against MITM and once a forged source address, URL or DNS answer is supplied by MITM, the effect will be persistent even after the MITM goes away.

If transport layer protocols handling multiple addresses of a host does not have cookie or cookie like mechanism at least as strong as that of TCP and still allow dynamic address set change during connection, there will be a new security threat of connection hijacking.

1.2. New DDoS Opportunity with False Source Information

On the current Internet, an attacker can send a packet with forged source address expecting that a reply packet is sent to host of the source address, as DDoS attack to the host. There often is some
amplification possible. For example, DNS reply is often a lot longer than query. The attacked host has no way to know the location of the attacker from the attacking packets, sender of which often does not even have logging.

Transport layer protocols handling multiple addresses of a host is subject to similar attack.

If transport layer protocols handling multiple addresses of a host has DoS amplification property worse than the current Internet hosts, there will be the existing security threat of DDoS will be more serious.

1.3. New DoS Opportunity on Identification

If a host has an identification involves computationally expensive security mechanism, it can be used for DoS attack to the host.

On the current Internet, cookie is exchanged before performing the computationally expensive process, though mere holding of cookie information can be expensive operation as exemplified by TCP SYN flooding.

Cookie protection, of course, is powerless against MITM.

If transport layer protocols having new connection identification mechanism does not support initial cookie exchange, there will be a new security threat of DoS.

1.4. Privacy on Identification

If transport layer protocols having new connection identification requires hosts having persisting identification information, it will be used to track the identify of the host, which is a new security threat.
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